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Svetovalec - wholesale company for
decorative and technical light. Wholesale
lamps and chandeliers
+7 495 230-77-50 mon-Fri 1000-1800 infosvet-b.ru Lighting equipment wholesale from one piece 8
800 775-70-79 For their wholesale customers, the company Svetovalec has created a unique
environment through which it is possible to order lamps from 1 PC at wholesale price without any loss
of discounts assigned to the customer. In addition there is a special discount system which allows
even cheaper to buy in bulk saves funds. The company's products Setbasic is a quality chandeliers
sconces ﬂoor lamps table lamps led strip and recessed spot led luminaires from leading
manufacturers at wholesale prices. We work with legal entities and individuals under the Agency
agreement to beneﬁt our customers conditions. Wholesale lighting ﬁxtures this is what we
successfully do for a long time helping clients without any extra cost to purchase the lamps and
chandeliers of high quality from famous brands. Please contact our managers by phone
+7495230-77-50 +7800775-70-79 phones multi-channel and we'll tell You all the beneﬁts of working
with us will help You choose the right range oﬀer special conditions. All managers of the company
Setbasic are trained to improve the level of advising clients whereby the company has one of the
highest levels of technical consulting on the light. Modern interior design is unthinkable without an
original and high-quality light sources so the company Setbasic oﬀers its customers to purchase
wholesale lamps high quality from the best manufacturers. If You are a designer we can enter into an
Agency agreement under which we will transfer a Bonus to the designer for the use of our products in
Your projects. A bonus for the designer is paid after the expiry of two weeks from the date of sales. If
the design Studio itself buys products instead of a bonus for the designer, we oﬀer a wholesale price
list with the option to buy one item at wholesale price. The company Setbasic is a leader in the
market segment of interior lighting. Wholesale lighting ﬁxtures is a complex and important activity.
Our company works only with reliable suppliers and creates the most comfortable conditions for its
clients. Using the services of the company Setbasic You are guaranteed to be satisﬁed with the level
of service, quality products, prompt delivery and favorable terms of cooperation. Modern renovation
involves the use of the latest achievements in the ﬁeld of interior design. When it comes to lighting
installation
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